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LAFON OUTDOOR PAYMENT TERMINAL

The all-new APL3
The 2017 version of the LAFON APL3 offers 
new features, optimised integration and a fresh 
design to make payment even simpler and 
more secure for your customers. 

> CONTACTLESS PAYMENT 
The new version of our outdoor payment terminal features an 
integrated PCI contactless reader, certified by Mastercard, Visa, 
and AMEX, and compatible with MIFARE technology. It allows 
you to process a wider selection of contactless fuel cards, as well 
as the current LAFON MIFARE card.

> SECURITY

As well as being PCI-PTS-certified, the APL3 has been developed 
to defeat attempts of card fraud. The card reader module has 
been redesigned to be more responsive in the face of skimming 
and shimming attacks. 
The “tamper-resistant” set-up has been modified and a new 
“tamper-responsive” set-up now completely prevents any 
skimmers from reading the magnetic strip and detects the 
presence of shimmers. This last feature means that you are able 
to respond actively to attacks by disabling the terminal through 
generating an alert on the ElysOnline server.

>  INTEGRATION WITH DISTRIBUTOR APPLIANCES

To facilitate on-site maintenance, the new version has been 
redesigned to offer a unique APL3 model, whatever the 
integration kit.

> TERMINAL CONFIGURATION

As well as the current double-sided terminal, a new single-sided 
APL3 terminal with PRM configuration allows you to integrate 
an optional ELYS site controller into the embedded product. 
This allows you to directly and autonomously manage all fuel 
dispensers.
A 150 mm or 300 mm mount allows you to elevate the terminal.

> CASH PAYMENTS

For cash payments, you can have one or several specific 
terminals deliver a prepaid ticket to the customer for each 
note inserted.
This ticket can then be scanned by the bar code reader on 
each APL3 in order to carry out one or several transactions 
for the balance on this ticket. 

> CUSTOMER SUPPORT

For even greater customer service, the videophone option 
allows the customer to communicate with the operator at 
any time, thanks to the camera and audio system embedded 
in the APL3, as well the use of the VOIP technology.

> DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

The APL3 now offers a development platform (SDK) in order 
to allow third-party integrators to develop their embedded 
applications via use of the APL3 “AOS” framework, integrated 
above the Linux system and the PCL firmware. This framework 
also facilitates the porting of existing applications for access 
to APL3 hardware and software resources.



TERMINAL’S EQUIPMENT

> Manual insertion device
> ISO7810/16
>  Smart & magnetic stripe 

cards ISO1/2/3 with 
secured head

> Protection rating : IP34
>  Color CMOS VGA with 

IEEE 1394 connection

> Smartphone-compatible 
2D reader

>  8’’4 VGA TFT LCD display 
device

> LED backlight
>  Projected capacitive ITO 

touchscreen (rain, frost, 
glove)

> 8 GB USB key
> Protection rating : IP65
>  Ethernet connection to 

POS
> Video decoder

CARD READER

CAMERA (OPTIONAL)

BAR CODE READER (OPTIONAL)

CONTACTLESS READER (OPTIONAL)TERMINAL

>  2’’ USB thermal printer 
with presenter

>  Paper roll up to 180mm
>  Printing of bar codes 

and logos 

PRINTER

> PCI PTS 4.1 SRED
> MasterCard PayPass™
> Visa PayWave™
> AMEX, Express Pay™
> Mifare

OTHER READERS (OPTIONAL)

> HID contactless reader
> i2c card reader

Integration into Global Star 5 dispenser Double-sided terminal Single-sided terminal
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SPECIFICATIONS 

> Certifications
- PCI PTS 3.1 PIN Online & Offline, OP & SRED 
- EMV L1 & L2 
- AFAS 
- TQM
- VISA
- MasterCard
- CB5.2 B13, B14 & B17

 

> Other specifications
- Loudspeakers (2nd output available)
- 2 microphones for intercom function
- 1 SAM slot on card reader
- Anti-vandal (IK10)
- Radar-based motion detector    
- RGB LEDs to guide users
- 3 processors :
   • 400 Mhz ARM9 FREESCALE IMX27 with multimedia accelerator, 128 MB Flash, 128 MB 
     SDRAM
   • MAXIM MIPS32 130 Mips/96 Mhz USIP, 32 MB NOR Flash, 32 MB SDRAM, 4 MB SRAM
   • 32-bit 72 Mhz ST ARM Cortex-M3,  512 KB Flash, 64 K SRAM
- Luxmeter to control screen brightness
- Temperature sensor  
- Ports: 4 RS232, 2 USB, Ethernet, I2c
- Optional door sensor
- Operating temperature -20/+60°C
- Electrical power: 120W, 24VDC
- Compact design for integration into fuel dispensers
- Weight: 10-14 kg depending on integration
-  Available in single-sided PRM set-up or with a 150 mm or 300 mm mount, embedded Elys option, 

and double-sided terminal

> An advanced, reliable system 
- OS: Linux (for the terminal)  
- Automatic system restore in the event of an anomaly
- Automatic secure downloads with authentication
- Secure data exchanges through TLS 1.2
- Multilingual with TTS solution
- H.264 D1 HW video decoder
- Diagnostic menu
- Hardware and software inventory report
- Connection to Elys site controller via Ethernet
- Alert feedback to ElysOnline server  
- IP intercom or video conference system (optional camera)
- Software development kit (SDK)
- HSM connection for key injection (DUKPT)
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